Arthur S. Goss City Photographer
Toronto's City Photographer, 1911-1940
I n March-May 1980, rhe City of Toronto Archives ran a display ofphotographs raken by Arrhur Goss in rheir Marker Gallery. This biography
originally appeared in rhe caralogue published for rhar show.
Arthur Goss was City Photographer for nearly 30
years and an employee of the Works Department for nearly
50 . Born William Arthur Scott Goss on 4 March 1881 in
London , Ontario, he was the first child of John and Jessica
Goss (nee Johnston) . The family moved in 1883 to Toronto
where for the next few years John Goss was the proprietor
and editor of a monthly journal entitled The Commercial
Traveller and Mercantile Journal. Until his death in 1891,
John Goss was involved in other journalistic enterprises
including the now-famous Grip. Arthur had entered Rose
Avenue Public School in 1889 but was withdrawn following
his father's death . A chi ld of 11 years , he found himself
employed by the City of Toronto as an office boy in the
Engineer's Office. He was to remain an employee of this
department his entire life.

1903 to Ethel Ross Munro. It is not known when or how
Goss became involved in photography. The City Engineer's
Office staff had begun to take photographs on a limited
scale in 1899, but Goss's job desc riptions prior to his
appointment as City Photographe r in 1911 do not indicate
that he was involved in these early developments of documentary photography. However, his involvement with the
photographic arts outside City Hall can be dated from April
1904 when he joined the Toronto Camera Club, an organization of dedicated non-professionals formed in Toronto in
1891.
From the begin ning , Goss took an active role in the
Club and as evidence of his early enthusiasm he served as
the Club's vice President in 1905. That same year, Goss
joined with several club members to form a Studio Club,
modelled on the lines of the British "Linked Ring ," whose
advocacy of pictorial photography was based on a desire to
explore the " potentialities of photography as a medium of
artistic expression " and to promote international
exhibitions. Goss and the members of the Studio Club
enjoyed immediate success and as early as 1906 their
activities received favourable notices both at home and
abroad:

a small collection - some two dozen prints - of the
work of the Studio Club was exhibited at the rooms of
the Hove Camera Club ( England) in July and attracted
much favourable notice. The prints especially admired
were two exceptionally fine portraits by Mr. Carter; A .S.
Goss ' Child and Nurse; and J.G. Hodgins ' Cypresses.'
Goss 's print received further notice in a review by H.
Mortimer-Lamb, who wrote:
A.S. Goss ' child study is a most successful exercise in
delicate well-graduated greys, and is quite the most
pleaSing and satisfying of any work of his I have had the
opportunity of seeing. The composition is wellbalanced, but to arrive at that end and also to place the
emphasis where it should belong, the figure of the nurse
or mother whose hand the child holds is not presented
above the waist. This expedient has been adopted by
Mrs. Kasebir and, I believe, other American workers .. .2

Arrhur S. Goss, 1881-1940
Goss's early years remain somewhat obscure ; he
continued to live with , and no doubt helped support, his
mother and younger brother and sisters until his marriage in

Although the Studio Club was soon disbanded, Goss
continued over the next few years to be active in the Toronto
Camera Club. He participated in the organization and
adjudication of the Club 's annual exhibitions and their
annual salons. And, of course, he continued to exhibit his
own works , winning awards for works such as
"Scarborough Bluffs" and " Portrait of a Baby," consistently
earning the almost expected praise:
Mr. Goss has produced a few portraits of his characteristic style, simple and dignified, yet full of poetic
feeling .3
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Slum Courtyard, 142 Agnes Street, Nov. 26, 1913
Goss 's in vol veme nt in the Toronto Camera Club and
its exhibitio ns was sporadic after 1915, and when he did not
submit entries for an exhibition his absences were duly
noted . Goss did not, however, abandon the Club, and
through it continued his advocacy of photography as an
artistic medium and a means of making personal
statements:
it is a lamentable fact that we have no association in
Canada for the promotion of purely pictorial photography, the Toronto Camera Club being the nearest
approach to an organization of th is kind, and from
which thfJ greatest amount of pictorial work emanates.4

Goss 's pictorialist sympathies qu ite naturally
broug ht him into contact with many local artists, including
members of the Group of Seven , and by January 1920, he
was an act ive member of the Toronto Arts and Letters Club.
An enthusiastic woodsman and an expert canoeist , Goss
was to participate in many fishing-sketching trips and ,
perhaps inevitably, was to try his hand at landscape
painting . These associations and interests appear to have
done much to reinforce Goss's view of the photograph ic
arts and , combining his pictorialist sympathies with the
then-revolutionary approach of the Canadian painters of his
day, he wrote:
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I believe it will be along the lines adopted by a group of
Canadian painters to paint our scenery in a Canadian
way, that photographers must progress and that by a
little more concerted effort and study ... we will p roduce
something worth while and chara c teris tic o f our c limate
and country.s

Few examples of Goss's work as a pictoria li st appear
to have survived , mostly as treasured mementos in the
possession of friends and relatives. Co nsequently , this
aspect of his career has only recently begun to be explored .
O n th e other hand, the survival of the bulk of hi s exceptionally skillful work as Toronto's Official Photographer has led
to his recognition as o ne of the most important
documentary photographers w orking in Canada in the early
20th Century. For nearly three decades, fro m 1911 to 1940,
Goss systematically recorded municipal activities and projects in Toronto , primarily for the Works Department but
also on consignment to other civic departments and agencies. In sharp contrast to his soft-lens portraits and artistic
landscapes, Goss, th e Ci ty Ph otographer, produced a
photograph ic record of the City characterized by technical
brillian ce and striking realism .
Goss 's appointment as City Photographer in 1911
was not in fact an innovation in the Works Department. Th e

Congested dwelling, rear of 512 Front St., Aug. 27, 1914
City had used documentary photography as early as 1875
when pictures of water works installations began to appear
in annual reports. During the 1880s and 1890s prominent
commercial photographers such as F.W. Micklethwaite and
J . Bruce were regularly contracted to record the progress of
a variety of public works . But, by 1899 the increase in the

number and size of these projects had led the City Engineer
to initiate his own photography programme. The early
photographs produced by the Department bore the City
Engineers Office imprint signed by Alfred F. Rust , an
employee of the Department and the son of City Eng ineer
Charles Rust. Following a series of c ivic investigations
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Housing (518), 3 Milan St., March 29, 1939
between 1908 and 1911, the City Engineers Office underwent a major reorganization and became the Department of
Public Works under a vigorous new Commissioner, Roland
C. Harris. Amongst other changes , the new Department
boasted a Photography and Blue Printing Section under the
d irection of Chief Photographer Arthur S. Goss. The need
and desire for the establishment of this section was clearly
presented by G.G. Powell , Principal Assistant Engineer, in
his 1910 report:
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Our facilities for good photographic work at the present
time are meagre, and as this is a branch of the work that
is coming more into use everyday, I would suggest that
the present accommodation be enlarged and proper fa cilities be provided for carrying out of this work on a
more business-like basis .6

Following his appOintment as City Photograph er
Goss was asked to prepare plans for dark room facilities on

the third floor of City Hall; by June 1912 he had been
assigned two assistants. Once the facility was completed
and operati onal the photography service of the Works
Department was made available to all civic departments. By
the end of its first full year of operation Goss reported that
the section has produced a total of 838 negatives and 2647
prints. In his 1912 report , he further noted that aside from
the work of his own Department he was producing
photographs for Health , Parks and Property Departments
as well as outside agencies such as the Toronto Hydro
Electric System and the Toronto Harbour Commission .
During the next few years several changes in staff
took place in the section , the most important of which was
the addition in 1918 of Howard L . Macdonald. By the early
1920s Goss reported that the section was producing 1200
negatives a year and more than 6,500 prints. Goss later
wrote that the demand for work from numerous civic
departments was such that it necessitated regular evening
work , and that he was providing a range of photographic
services which included glass lantern slides, motion pictures
and " photomicrography."7 Demands for Goss's services
appear to have slowed in the 1930's and upon his death in
June 1940 the photography section went into decline.
Howard Macdonald was appointed City Photographer
though significantly he was not awarded the salary of his
former director. Macdonald remained City Photographer
until 1954 when his position was reclassified to Clerk Grade
2 and the section closed down . He d id , however, continue to
act as departmental photographer until 1958 when th is
position too was discontinued .
Goss's work as City Photographer was all but
forgotten until, in 1960, the City of Toronto took an important step towards ensuring the preservation of all the
Corporation 's important admin istrative and historical
records by appointing Mr. A .R.N . Woadden the first City
Arch ivist . Woadden , now Deputy City Clerk , soon began the
arduous task of surveying the wealth of material that had
been accumulating since 1834, the year of the City's incorporation. One of the more important collections uncovered
in the attic of Old City Hall wasa cache of some 26 ,000 glass
plate negatives produced by the Works Department defunct
Photography and Blueprinting Section most of which were
taken , of course, by Goss. Although the collection had
suffered badly from neglect , the Archivist was able to Ralvage the majority of the negatives and to arrange for more
secure storage. It was not, however, until after the move to
facilities in the New City Hall in 1965 that detailed work
could commence on the collection, wh ich was in poor
physical condition . The delicate glass plates had been
exposed for many years to the extremes of temperature and
humidity in the uncontrolled environment of the Old City
Hall attic. Stored in acidic envelopes, often three or four to
an envelope, many negatives had fused both with each
other and with their containers. Moreover, although the
envelopes were identified and dated , many were torn ,
removed or otherwise rendered useless as protection and
had exposed their contents to the elements - dust, water,
and the local pigeon population had taken their toll. Following a procedure devised by the Archives' staff,S work
proceeded on the negatives until by 1970 every glass plate
had been removed from its original envelope, handwashed,
and re-housed in separate envelopes, each negative dated
and identified, and a complete inventory prepared .

The processes of cleaning , identifying and arranging revealed a collection of enormous value , in effect a
visual record of the activities of the Corporation of the City
ment for other departments producing , for example, over
2000 pictures of parks development 1912-1945 and a full
record of a home renovation scheme operated by the City
during the depression.

Works Department OffICIals. 24 June. 1937 (Gass upper right) .

All of the photos produced by the Photography and
Blue Printing Section were taken for a specific administrative purpose, whether to illustrate a report or to monitor the
progress of a construction project. However, some 40 years
later these images have taken on a new meaning and usefulness as aesthetically pleasing and highly informative
historical documents. Perhaps the one series of pictures
that epitomizes this fact is that created by Goss for the
Health Department. This fascinating series contains a
moving record of slum conditions in Toront o c. 1912 - 1920
commissioned by the reform minded Dr Charles Hastings,
Toronto's Medical Officer of Health . Dr Hastings shrewdly
employed Goss's considerable skills to document the
appalling living conditions which many of his opponents
argued did not exist; at the same time, Hastings considered
photography as an essential element in the public health
education programmes he fought to establish . Today , this
series of pictures is compared to the influential work of
social crusader and photographer Jacob A . Riis, in New
York at the turn of the century and much used by researchers studying social conditions in the City during this
period .9
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